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Linear spin wave theory shows that ring exchange induces a quantum disordered region in the
phase diagram of the title model. Spin wave spectra show that this is a direct manifestation of
competing classical orders. A spin liquid is found in the ‘Goldilocks zone’ of frustration, where
the quantum fluctuations are large enough to cause strong competition between different classical
orderings but not strong enough to stabilize spiral order. We note that the spin liquid phases of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X and Y [Pd(dmit)2]2 are found in this Goldilocks zone.
PACS numbers:
Quantum spin liquids are characterized by ground
states with no long-range magnetic order and no breaking
of spatial (rotational or translational) symmetries that
are not adiabatically connected to the band insulator [1–
3]. Recently a number of experiments have identified
a handful of materials as candidate spin liquids [4–10].
That these candidate spin liquids were only found after
many decades of searching already hints that conditions
must be just right for a quantum spin liquid to emerge.
Here we focus on Mott insulating phases of two re-
lated families of organic charge transfer salts: κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2X and Y [Pd(dmit)2]2, where X and Y are (typi-
cally inorganic) counter-ions. Each family includes a can-
didate spin liquid: κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 [5–8] and
Me3EtSb[Pd(dmit)2]2 [8–10], where Et = C2H5 and Me
= CH3. But other members of each family display long
range magnetic order, for example, X =Cu[N(CN)2]Cl
or Cu[N(CN)2]Br (for deuterated BEDT-TTF) and
Y =Me4P, Me4As, EtMe3As, Et2Me2P, Et2Me2As and
Me4Sb [3, 8, 11].
The key question then is: what is the physics that
determines whether the ground state is magnetically or-
dered or not? In this Letter we study the Heisenberg
model on the ATL with ring exchange using linear spin
wave theory (LSWT). We show that in weakly frustrated
systems long-range magnetic order is robust to ring ex-
change. At intermediate frustration, the quantum fluctu-
ations induced by ring exchange suppress long range mag-
netic order while in strongly frustrated systems where
fluctuations become more important long-range spiral or-
der persists in the presence of ring exchange. This is
highly analogous to the ‘order-by-disorder’ mechanism
due to quantum or thermal fluctuations [12–14]. There-
fore, we argue that there is a Goldilocks zone of frus-
tration, where quantum fluctuations are large enough to
cause strong competition between different classical or-
derings but not so strong to stabalise spiral order. This is
entirely consistent with recent electronic structure calcu-
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FIG. 1: (a) Sketch of the ATL showing the exchange interac-
tions J and J ′, which act in the nearest-neighbor and next-
nearest neighbor along one diagonal directions as shown. (b)
The three distinct ways to draw the four-site plaquettes rele-
vant to ring exchange on the ATL.
lations that show that organic charge transfer salts with
spin liquid ground states correspond to the intermediate
frustration of the Goldilocks zone [16–20]. Analysis of the
spin wave spectra show that the spin liquid state is a con-
sequence of competition between classical ordered states.
Thus we conclude that the interplay of ring exchange and
geometrical frustration is responsible for the spin liquid
state found. Our results are relevant to weak Mott insu-
lators i.e. insulators lying close to the insulator-to-metal
transition so that ring exchange is relevant.
The simplest model for the insulating states of the
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X and Y [Pd(dmit)2]2 salts is the half-
filled Hubbard model on the anisotropic triangular lattice
(ATL) (Fig.1a) [3], where each site represents a dimer,
(BEDT-TTF)2 or [Pd(dmit)2]2. The ATL is also realized
in Cs2CuCl4 with J
′/J ≈ 3 [21], however, the effect of
ring exchange is expected to be smaller in this material.
This model contains three parameters: U the effective on-
site Coulomb repulsion, t the nearest neighbor hopping
integral and t′ the next nearest neighbor hopping integral
along one diagonal only. For U  t, t′, i.e., deep into the
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2Mott insulating phase, the model simplifies further to
the Heisenberg model on the ATL with J = 4t2/U and
J ′ = 4t′2/U to leading order. Electronic structure calcu-
lations [16] suggest that both spin liquids and the valence
bond-solid, Me3EtP[Pd(dmit)2]2, have 0.5 . J ′/J . 0.8;
whereas salts that display long range order have either
J ′/J . 0.5 or J ′/J & 0.8.
Anderson first proposed the resonating valence bond
(RVB) spin liquid state as a possible ground state of the
isotropic triangular lattice (J ′ = J) [22]. However, later
numerical work [23] has shown that the ground state has
‘120◦ order’ - a special case of spiral order, discussed
below, with an ordering wavevector Q = (2pi/3, pi/3).
A range of other methods have been used to study
the ATL Heisenberg model including linear spin wave
theory [24, 25], series expansions [21, 26], the coupled
cluster method [27], large-N expansions [28], variational
Monte Carlo [29], resonating valence bond theory [30–34],
pseudo-fermion functional renormalization group [35],
slave rotor theory [36], renormalisation group [37], and
the density matrix renormalisation group [38]. These
calculations show that for weak frustration Ne´el (pi, pi)
order is realised and spiral (q, q) long range AFM or-
der is realized for J ′/J ∼ 1. There remains controversy
as to whether another state is realized between these
two phases, but no conclusive evidence for a spin liquid
ground state has been found in this model.
Many of the organic charge transfer salts considered
here undergo Mott metal-to-insulator transitions under
relatively modest hydrostatic pressures [8, 39]. This sug-
gests that higher order terms in the U/t expansion may
be relevant. Furthermore, there is significant variation in
the critical pressure required to drive the Mott transition
in different salts [40] which suggests that different salts
represent different values of U/t and not just different val-
ues of t′/t. There has been far less investigation of how
this affects the properties of the materials. If one contin-
ues to integrate out the charge degrees of freedom, the
first non-trivial new terms appear at fourth order with
the ‘ring-exchange’ processes illustrated in Fig. 1b [see
also Eq. (1), below]. There are two distinct ring exchange
term on the ATL: K = 80t4/U3 and K ′ = 80t2t′2/U3 to
lowest order [41, 42]. Note that the large prefactor means
that the ring exchange term is relevant to larger values of
U/t than one would expect na¨ıvely. It has been argued
[43, 44] near the Mott transition ring exchange destroys
the long range magnetic order. In particular, for J ′ = J
and K ′ = K Motrunich [43] found that AFM order is
preserved for small K/J . 0.14 − 0.20 [45] but is de-
stroyed for larger K/J leading to a gapped spin liquid
for K/J > 0.28. However, this that applying pressure,
which decreases U/t, should drive a magnetically ordered
to spin liquid transition; which has not been observed in
the antiferromagnetically ordered organic charge transfer
salts with t′ ' t.
The only work we are aware of to discuss the Heisen-
berg model with ring exchange on the ATL consider two
leg [46] and four leg [47] ladders. Both studies suggest
the existence of quantum spin liquids. Therefore, it is
important to ask how these states survive as one moves
to the full two-dimensional problem.
Hauke [48] has considered a model with three distinct
exchange interactions and argued that this can explain
the phase diagram of the organic charge transfer salts.
Alternative models such as the quarter-filled Hubbard
model, with each site representing a monomer [49] and
multi-orbital models [19] have also been proposed.
We consider the multiple-spin exchange hamiltonian
[50, 51] on an ATL involving ring exchange on four sites:
Hˆ =
(
J
2
∑s s+J2 ∑ss +
J
2
′∑
 s s
)
Pˆij
+
(
K
∑s ss s+K
′∑
  s sss +K
′∑
 
 
ssss
)(
Pˆijkl + Pˆlkji
)
(1)
where Pˆij = 2Sˆi · Sˆj + 1/2 permutes the spins on sites i
and j, Sˆi is the usual spin operator on site i, and Pˆijkl =
PˆijPˆjkPˆkl cyclically permutes the four spins around the
four-site plaquettes, cf. Fig. 1b. At this point it is
helpful to note that, to lowest order in t/U and t′/U ,
K ′/K = J ′/J . In this Letter we take this equality to
hold, primarily to limit the size of the parameter space
of the model.
We plot the classical phase diagram in Fig 2a. We
find Ne´el, collinear, and spiral phases with ordering vec-
tors Q = (pi, pi), Q = (pi, 0), and Q = (q, q) with
q = arccos(−[2J ′+2K+8K ′−{4(J ′+K+4K ′)2−48(J+
2K)K ′}1/2]/24K ′) respectively [53]. For K = 0 we ob-
serve a transition from Ne´el to spiral order for J ′/J = 0.5,
consistent with previous studies of the Heisenberg model
[24, 25]. With increasing ring exchange the Ne´el and
collinear phases are stabilized, while the spiral order is
destabilized. Even at the classical level the spiral phase
is most stable to ring exchange when J ′ = J , i.e., when
the system is most strongly frustrated. We will see below
that this stabilisation of the spiral phase is reflected in
the quantum calculations.
We study the quantum phase diagram and elemen-
tary excitations for S = 1/2 at T = 0 using LSWT.
It is convenient [54, 55] to rotate the quantum pro-
jection axis of the spins at each site along its classi-
cal direction Sˆx
′
i = S˜
x
i cos(θi) + S˜
z
i sin(θi), Sˆ
y′
i = S˜
y
i ,
Sˆz
′
i = −S˜xi sin(θi) + S˜zi cos(θi) where θi = Q · ri, where
ri is the position of the i
th spin. This simplifies the
spin-wave treatment with the result that only one, rather
than three, species of boson is required to describe the
spin operators. The bosonization of the spin operators
is performed via the Holstein-Primakov transformation
S˜zi = S−aˆ†i aˆi, S˜+i =
√
2S − aˆ†i aˆiaˆi, S˜−i = aˆ†i
√
2S − aˆ†i aˆi,
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FIG. 2: (a) Classical and (b) quantum (LSWT) phase di-
agrams for the ATL with ring exchange. It is clear that,
even in these semiclassical calculations, quantum fluctuations
strongly suppress long-range order when ring exchange is in-
troduced. In panel (a) we also show cartoons of the magnetic
orders found to be stable. The inset to panel (b) shows a
sketch of a proposed phase diagram for the Hubbard model
on the ATL based on the calculation reported here.
where S˜±i = S˜
x
i ± iS˜yi . LSWT takes the leading order
terms in a 1/S expansion, which describe noninteracting
spin waves. At this level of approximation ring-exchange
contributes by dressing the effective two spin exchange
and, in particular, introduces additional long-range frus-
trated interactions. We proceed by diagonalizing the
Fourier transformed Hamiltonian via a Bogoliubov trans-
formation, which yields
Hˆ = E
(0)
GS +
1
2
∑
k
(ωk −Ak) +
∑
k
ωkαˆ
†
kαˆk, (2)
where E
(0)
GS is classical ground state energy, ωk =√
A2k − 4B2k is the spin-excitation spectrum, Ak =
1
4 [JQ+k + JQ−k] + Jk/2 − JQ, Bk = 18 [JQ+k + JQ−k] −
Jk/2, and Jk is the Fourier transform of the exchange
interaction [56].
The LSWT phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2(b). In
studying the quantum phase diagram it is key to con-
sider the staggered magnetization ms = 〈S˜zi 〉 = S +
1/2 − ∫
BZ
d2kAk/8pi
2ωk as the vanishing of of ms in-
dicates a quantum disordered state. The most striking
feature of the phase diagram is that, even in this semi-
classical theory, quantum fluctuations destroy long range
magnetic order over large areas of the phase diagram.
These quantum disordered regions occur in the parame-
ter region consistent with DMRG calculations on four-leg
triangular ladders [47].
Examination of both the ground state energy and the
staggered magnetization indicates that both the Ne´el-
spin liquid and spiral-spin liquid phase boundaries are
lines of first order phase transitions vanishing at a quan-
tum critical point at K = K ′ = 0, J ′/J = 0.5. This is
consistent with what has previously been found in the
K = K ′ = 0 case [24, 25].
In Fig. 3 we present the spin-wave dispersion calcu-
lated from LSWT in both the Ne´el and spiral phases.
For the square lattice, J ′ = 0, the spin-wave dispersion
is independent of the ring exchange coupling K in the
multi-exchange model (1) considered here in contrast to
related square lattice Heisenberg models [57, 58].
In Fig. 3(a) and (b) we plot the calculated spec-
tra in the spiral phase for J ′ = 0.7 and J ′ = J . In
both cases one can clearly observe the expected Gold-
stone modes at k = 0 = (0, 0) and k = Q = (q, q).
In the spiral phase increasing K/J induces softenings at
k = pi = (pi, pi) and k = (pi, 0). For J ′/J = K ′/K < 1
the mode softens most rapidly at k = pi. For sufficiently
large K/J we find that ωpi becomes imaginary (as ω
2
pi
becomes negative) indicating that the competition with
the Ne´el phase has destroyed the long range spiral order.
For J ′/J = K ′/K > 1 the mode softens most rapidly at
k = (pi, 0). For sufficiently large K/J we find that ω(pi,0)
becomes imaginary indicating that the competition with
the collinear phase has destroyed the long range spiral
order. At J ′/J = K ′/K = 1 (Fig. 3(b)) both the Ne´el
and collinear phases compete with the spiral phases (as
one would suspect from the classical phase diagram, Fig.
2(a)) and the dispersion becomes imaginary at k = pi and
k = (pi, 0) simultaneously. A similar minimum at (pi, 0)
has been found from series expansions for the Heisen-
berg model on an ALT with no ring exchange due to
recombination of particle-hole spinon pairs of momenta:
(pi/2, pi/2), (−pi/2,−pi/2) into magnons [21, 26] in that
case.
It is also interesting to note that for the most frustrated
case, J ′ = J , the spiral order is more robust to the dis-
ordering effects induced by the ring exchange than for
any other value of J ′/J even classically [52]. Further-
more, the strong geometrical frustration suppresses Ne´el
and collinear phases thereby decreasing their ability to
compete with spiral phase and drive an instability to the
quantum spin liquid.
In the Ne´el phase (cf. Fig. 3 (c)) increasing K/J leads
to the softening of the mode at k = (pi, 0) and along the
0-pi direction. The later is more physically significant as
it drives the Ne´el-spin liquid transition. For sufficiently
large K/J local minima in ωk emerge at k = kN =
(kN , kN ) and k = pi − kN with kN = arccos([J ′ + 8K ′ −√
J ′2 − 24JK ′ + 16J ′K ′ + 160K ′2]/24K ′). As K/J is
further increased these minima deepen and eventually
ωkN = ωpi−kN becomes imaginary (ω
2
kN
< 0). This is a
clear indication that Ne´el order has become unstable due
to competition with the spiral phase. Explicit calcula-
tion shows that long range spiral order with Q = kN or
pi − kN is also unstable in this parameter regime. This
is very different from the mechanism for the vanishing
of long range order at the quantum critical point in the
K = 0 limit. This is known [24, 25] to be due to the
vanishing of the spin-wave velocity along 0-pi, which can
be observed in Fig. 3(c). In contrast for K 6= 0 it is the
competition between Ne´el (Q = pi) and spiral (Q = kN)
order that destroys the long range order.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) LSWT spectra for the spiral phase with J ′/J = 0.7 (a) and J ′/J = 1.0 (b) and for the Ne´el phase with
J ′/J = 0.5 (c). In (a) and (b) we mark spiral ordering vectors qa and qb with qa ≈ 0.76pi and qb = 23pi. In all cases ring exchange
increases the competition between the different classical phases, which causes a dramatically softening of the dispersion at the
competing ordering wavevectors. Above the critical value of the ring exchange the dispersion becomes imaginary at these
wavevectors - thus the competition between the different ordered phases is seen to be directly responsible for the quantum
disordered phases.
We find that, in the parameter range overed by Fig.
2, the collinear phase is always unstable to competition
from other classically ordered phases. This means that
there is always some point (or, typically, area) of the
Brillouin zone for which ω2k < 0. Therefore we conclude
that competition with other classical phases means that
the collinear phase is not stable in LSWT.
So far we have limited the discussion to the spin de-
grees of freedom only. However, in the materials of in-
terest the charge degrees of freedom eventually become
important and a Mott transition occurs under pressure.
For J ′ = J (120◦) spiral order is found for K/J . 0.1.
To lowest order U/t =
√
20J/K, which would suggest
that the spiral-spin liquid transition occurs at U/t ' 14
which is in good agreement with the previous calcula-
tions of Motrunich [43] and Yang et al. [44] for the
isotropic triangular lattice model. This is also close to
the estimated value of the critical ratio of U/t for the
Mott transition on the triangular lattice [59]. This sug-
gests that for J ′ ∼ J there is a direct transition from a
spiral ordered Mott insulator to a metal as pressure is
increased, which is believed to decrease U/t [3, 8]. But,
as sketched in the inset to Fig. 2(b), for smaller J ′/J
one would find a spin liquid-metal phase transition. For
yet smaller J ′/J these calculations predict a Ne´el-metal
phase transition. Thus one would only expect to observe
a Goldilocks spin liquid region where the quantum fluctu-
ations due to geometrical frustration and ring exchange
are sufficiently strong to suppress the Ne´el order, but
not strong enough for the geometrical frustration to sta-
bilize the spiral phase. Comparing the observed phase
diagrams of the κ-(BEDT-TTF)2X and Y [Pd(dmit)2]2
salts to this picture and taking into account the frustra-
tion (J ′/J) estimated from first principles calculations
[16–20] one finds that this is exactly what is observed
experimentally!
In this Letter we have shown that the competition be-
tween different long range order states creates a quan-
tum disordered phase in the ATL Heisenberg model with
ring exchange even at the semiclassical (LSWT) level.
Our analysis suggests a spin liquid phase in a Goldilocks
regime of frustration in which quantum fluctuations are
sufficiently strong to induce competition between differ-
ent classical orders without being strong enough to sta-
bilise the spiral phase via the reduction in competition
with the other classical orders. Electronic structure cal-
culations [16–20] show that the spin liquids κ-(BEDT-
TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and Me3EtSb[Pd(dmit)2]2 and the va-
lence bond solid Me3EtP[Pd(dmit)2]2 are all found in this
Goldilocks regime. A future challenge is understanding
ring exchange effects on two-dimensional metals close to
the Mott transition which may lead to exotic non-Fermi
liquid d-wave [60] phases.
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